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still seem no closer to defeating the earth mother, Gaea. Her giants have risen-all of them-and they're
stronger than ever. They must be stopped before the Feast of Spes, when Gaea plans to have two demigods
sacrificed in Athens. She needs their blood-the blood of Olympus-in order to wake.

The demigods are having more frequent visions of a terrible battle at Camp Half-Blood. The Roman legion
from Camp Jupiter, led by Octavian, is almost within striking distance. Though it is tempting to take the
Athena Parthenos to Athens to use as a secret weapon, the friends know that the huge statue belongs back on
Long Island, where it might be able to stop a war between the two camps.

The Athena Parthenos will go west; the Argo II will go east. The gods, still suffering from multiple
personality disorder, are useless. How can a handful of young demigods hope to persevere against Gaea's
army of powerful giants? As dangerous as it is to head to Athens, they have no other option. They have
sacrificed too much already. And if Gaea wakes, it is game over.
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From Reader Review The Blood of Olympus for online ebook

Sarah Banono says

Upon further consideration, I've decided to give this book a 3.5. Or maybe a 4. Some of the concepts were a
bit unrealistic, and the scenes that I was excited about the most sort of... let me down.
I still love the series, don't get me wrong. I'll update as often as possible.

 If you guys want some good news, scroll down until the end of this review.
Guys...
It's done.
The series is over, and I'm shaking and I want to cry out of happiness because it ended on a terrific note and
sadness because my favorite series is over.
This series, and by series I mean the PJO series and the HOO series, they were my childhood. They helped
me feel better when I was sad and now it's over.
I mean, can you believe it? This insane journey we all rode together? Some readers have waited almost 10
years, others have waited 5. And now it's over. I don't think there are enough gifs in the world to show you
guys what I'm feeling.
So for my review: I'm going to go in the order of the people who had POVs and then the rest of the
characters.
Jason: He has developed so much in this series. At the beginning of the series he's so formal and always
follows the rules, but in The Blood of Olympus, he is so kickass (not that he wasn't at the beginning of the
series), he loosens up, and he starts to follow his heart instead.
Reyna: I loved her POV so much; we learn tons about her and her past. She is a very interesting character
who I hope will find what she secretly wishes she has (hint: love). Her relationship with Nico was a very
sisterly relationship and I am so glad he has someone like her.
Nico: Boy, oh boy. I love this kid, and I loved how he managed to overcome his fears and stand out. There's
a scene at the end of the book that I loved so much,(view spoiler) Bianca would have been so proud of her
little brother.
Leo: My baby Leo. *sighs* He is the bravest hero in this series. I love him to pieces more than any other
character (except for maybe Percy, Leo's only a millimeter behind him) and I am so proud of him. Unlike
me, he's very good at sucking things up and accepting them as they are. He might think he's a coward, but I
think he's a warrior. And, he always *winks* keeps his promises.
Piper: Ooooooh my gosh I cannot tell you guys how underrated this girl was. She is so kickass, she is right
up there with Reyna. She stays strong throughout the whole book and helps others. And my gosh, her and
Annabeth are one super ass-whooping team.
Percy: This kid. THIS KID. One of the main things that irritated me in this book was that he did not have a
POV. Even though the book is still fantastic without his POV, I was a bit disappointed. I have to admit
though, his relationships with the other demigods on the Argo II have really strengthened. Especially
between Jason and Leo. Though he's traumatized by his unexpected trip to Tartarus, this kiddo stays strong.
He opens up to Jason about this. I'm really sad this series has ended, but I'm glad he can finally chill with
Annabeth.
Annabeth: Annabeth, like Percy, was traumatized because of Tartarus. She really opens up to Piper about
this, like Percy does to Jason. She and Percy will probably be my OTP forever and forever; I love them so
much. (view spoiler) Note: She doesn't have a POV either.
Hazel: This chick is dangerous. Her magical powers really come into play in this book. Without her powers,
everything would have went completely off track. She doesn't have a POV, like Percy and Annabeth. There



isn't much left to say because we didn't have a POV from her, but from what I can tell, she's really in tune
with herself and she obviously has mastered her magic. (view spoiler)
Frank: Talk about lead. Frank is definitely cut out for Praetor; he's really good at telling people what to do
(in a good way) and thinks before he acts. Even though he's not our chubby baby man anymore on the
outside, the chubby baby man is in the inside, fo' sure. There's nothing else I can say except that he has also
developed significantly (physically and personally) because we also didn't have a POV from him.

Yup, so that's it. Honestly, even though the book sorta ended a little... open, I really loved it. My childhood
has come to an end. Maybe I'll start obsessing over the new Magnus Chase series (view spoiler), even though
I'm too old for it. If you guys want some other spoilers, send me a message on my Goodreads or my Tumblr
(the-banono-fruit.tumblr.com) and I'll ruin the book for you ;)

STOP RIGHT HERE.
Okay. So after reading The Blood of Olympus, some of you guys might be like this:

Or this:

Because your favorite series is over, and oh my! What book are you going to obsessively fangirl/boy over
now???
I will tell you guys which book(s), but you guys have to listen to me carefully.

THERE'S GONNA BE A SEQUEL TO PERCY JACKSON'S GREEK GODS!!!
Yeah, I said it!
It's gonna be called "Percy Jackson's Greek Heroes". Don't believe me? (I have no idea why you wouldn't,
but) Well, lemme entertain you with these two wonderful links:
Link 1
Link 2
You're welcome. *bows*
Some other stuff you guys might be interested in: I think Riordan might answer some questions we readers
have in his Riordan-ish ways in Percy Jackson's Greek Heros and the third PJO/KC crossover. I think he
might make a reference like Annabeth did in The Staff of Serapis (She referred to Frank in it, if you don't
know.).
The end.

  I'M READIN' THIS RIGHT NOW YO
And it. Is. AWESOME.
I'll put up a full review when I finish it!!

FOR ALL THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE GOTTEN THE BOOK: HOW?!
(And also, don't post spoilers. Not cool, bruh.)
Yes I've read them, yes I know what's going to happen, yes I read them on Tumblr (stay away from that site
it is dangerous I'm telling you) and yes, I will post them online.
HAHAHAHA!



Just kidding, I ain't that cruel. I will say one thing about them spoilers: I am pleased.
Oh yeah: some of you guys may have heard about the character quotes/clues from BOO.
HERE THEY ARE!!! ALL OF THEM, INCLUDING ANNABETH'S!!

 Who will survive the final battle?

Hazel
Hazel stuck the point of her spatha under Nike's chin. "Explain," her voice was harder than Leo had ever
heard it. "Which of us will die? How do we stop it?" Nike said, "Ah, child of Pluto. Your magic helped you
cheat in this contest, but you cannot cheat destiny. One of you will die. One of you must die."

Jason
Jason knew he shouldn't look. But he couldn't close his eyes as Juno went supernova, revealing her true
godly form. Pain seared Jason's mind. His body burned away in layers like an onion.

Leo
It was a long shot. If he failed, it would crush him. Not just emotionally. It would physically crush him.

Percy
Jason had never met this particular giant, but he had heard stories. The giant shook his dreadlocks and a
dozen serpents swam free, each one lime green with a frilled crown around its head. Basilisks. "Indeed, son
of rome," the giant said. "But if you will excuse me, my immediate business is with Perseus Jackson. I
tracked him all the way across Tartarus and here in his father's ruins, I mean to crush him, once and for all."

Piper
Aphrodite's words came back to Piper. You must bridge the gap between Romnan and Greek camps, for
child, neither storm nor fire can succeed without you. Aphrodite had warned her of what was to come and
what she would have to do to stop Gaea. Whether or not Piper would have the courage, Ppiper didn't know.

Reyna
She couldnt tell her friends how much she feared ghosts or why she feared them. The whole reason she and
her sister had run away from San Juan all those years ago... that secret had to stay buried.

Nico
The wind god Favonius had warned him in Croatia. If you let your anger rule you... your fate will be even
sadder than mine. But how could his fate be anything but sad? Even if he lived through this quest, he would
have to leave both camps forever.

Frank
Frank ran out of arrows. He changed into a rhinocerous and leaped into battle but as fast as he knocked down
the giants, they got up again. Their wounds seemed to be healing faster.

Annabeth
"That's my point," Percy said. "We don't know what is down there. I am going with you." "No," Annabeth
said, and put her hand on his arm, "If the giants want our blood, the last thing we need is a boy and a girl
going down there together. Remember, they want one of each for their big sacrifices."

-----RIDICULOUSLY LONG REVIEW THAT REALLY ISN'T A REVIEW STARTS HERE-----



Clearly, if you saw my previous review of this book, the other supposed title of the fifth book was totally
wrong.
So… the Blood of Olympus. Sounds… bloody, don't you think? Still, I was sooo excited when I saw the title.
I was like:

But anyways, the House of Hades was epically amazing. I'm pretty sure anyone who's read it would totally
agree with me.
Anyways, my predictions.

OH WAIT! You may not want to read this if you haven't read the House of Hades, cuz this is definitely
gonna contain spoilers.
• So, número uno: Leo is gonna go back for Calypso. When? Probably during the book, or after they defeat
all the baddies. I swear, if he doesn't, I'm gonna go crazy.
• Dos: Percy (or Annabeth) will find out about Nico and his secret-that-isn't-a-secret-to-Jason.
• Tres: Someone's gonna die. It wouldn't be realistic for a good guy to NOT die. It's not like I want a good
guy to die, but let's face it— even Rick Riordan agrees. Maybe it'll be Rayna (she'll deffo go
• Cuatro: after the seven win (They WILL win, they have to!), the gods might offer immortality. I have a
feeling that someone (most likely Leo, cuz of Calypso, with her being immortal and all) will take up that
offer.

So, what are your predictions?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Update!

You guys are gonna kill me, but… I think Nico might die.

WAIT! Don't kill me yet, you've gotta hear me out!

So. This is my list of why the other characters WON'T die:
• Percy: If he died, no one would touch a book by Rick Riordan. No one. And RR knows that's bad because
a) he'll loose all his fans and b) no cha-ching. Oh. And he could be part of the "storm and fire" thing from the
prophecy. (Storm = Percy & Jason, fire = Leo)
• Annabeth: If she died, Percy would feel terrible. If the series ends with Percy feeling terrible, well, just
look at my first point. Annabeth needs Percy. And Percy needs Annabeth. We all know what Percy would do
for a friend. Imagine what he would do for Annabeth. If they went through the same thing that happened in
MOA, Percy would gladly fall into Tartarus. Again.
• Piper: A lot of people don't care if she dies or not. As a matter of fact, some people have asked RR to just
kill her or something (check RR's twitter). I think the "We don't like Piper" comments is why she WILL stay
alive. RR doesn't take requests from the fans.
• Jason: He's not gonna die, because, well, he's just NOT. I don't really know how to explain it. But I know
he won't. I can't imagine him dead. And it's not like I like him more than Percy (That would be impossible, I
don't know why anyone would choose Jason over Percy), but Jason is not the type of character you can kill
off.
• Leo: He's not gonna die because he's part of the prophecy (see first point) and many fans would be ticked



off if he died. And there's also Calypso! He might find her AFTER the war.
• Hazel: Who wants to die again? Not Hazel. RR's not gonna make a character he brought back from the
dead die again. What's the use?
• Frank: Yeah, yeah, he's got his little stick. That's exactly why he's going to live. I know he has to use the
stick for something, but it's not gonna make him die. He's going to stay alive, but he's going to have to
sacrifice something first to keep breathing.

Yeah… That's all I've got.

OMG OMG OMG UPDATE UPDATE
My oh my!
You guys will not believe what I realized!!!
I've realized that Rick Riordan knows how important his biggest moneymakers (Percy and Annabeth) are to
us fans, and therefore, he will not kill them in The Blood of Olympus!!!
So I know you guys are like, How do you know?!
I would say that I "have my ways", but no mis amigos, I simply read The Staff of Serapis.
Is this a spoiler? I don't think so. Riordan wants us to know that Percy and Annabeth won't die in the Blood
of Olympus. When I was reading the crossover, it was so obvious that it took place after the Heroes of
Olympus, someone might as well have written "ANNABETH AND PERCY ARE ALIVE AND HEALTHY
AND STILL KICKING BUTT AFTER THE BLOOD OF OLYMPUS."
So that means the Son of Sobek took place after the Heroes of Olympus
But when I read the part that screamed, "They're alive!" I couldn't even contain my feels. I was already
feeling icky from allergies and sneezing, but when I read it, I was wheezing like I ran a mile. Apparently my
OMG moment was loud, 'cause my mom came in and told me take a Claritin. I just looked at her like:

I don't even know why I'm surprised. I mean, I'm the one who told you guys why they wouldn't die.
I guess we all can come to a conclusion that I'm just weird like that.
So while you guys ponder about my weirdness, I'm just gonna...

UPDATE
The cover!!!

Gorgeous. Just. Gorgeous!
I gotta say though, I'm a little irked that Percy and Annabeth aren't on the cover. Actually, I expected all
seven of the demigods (and maybe Nico) to be on the cover.
Nevertheless, dem Romans be looking hecka awesome. Let's hope (I think we all know they will) they do
some major butt kicking.
On another note, Nico's going to narrate! RR confirmed this on his Twitter a few weeks ago. Nico fans will
finally get their wish!
Yayyyy :)

ANOTHER UPDATE
Sooooooo
The Staff of Serapis came out as an ebook today! And along with it, came an excerpt from...
THE BLOOD OF OLYMPUS!
Some of you might be like, OMG I want to read it but I have to buy it first! :(
Well, let's turn those frowns upside down!



If you guys have an Apple device, you can download the iBooks app. Search for The Staff of Serapis, and
download a sample of the book. I don't know how many pages there are in the excerpt if you buy The Staff
of Serapis, but in the sample there are about 6-7 pages.
Unfortunately for Kindle-users, the ebook sample doesn't include the BOO excerpt. However, the excerpt
will be free online for everyone to enjoy later on in the summer.
Here's some info about the excerpt (first chapter, whatever you wanna call it):
- Jason's narrating!
- He's with Piper and Annabeth
I wanna tell you guys more (heck, I could tell you guys everything down to the last detail), but I don't want
to spoil it for you, which is weird because I love spoiling things like this.
So use my weird moment for yourselves and READ DA EXCERPT!

YO YO YO IT'S AN UPDAAAAAAAATE!!!
REYNA HAS A POV.
REYNA HAS A POV.
REYNA HAS A FRIGGIN POV OOOOOMG
I honestly did not expect that. I found out on Tumblr and I was like, Riordan's probably messin' with us. Cuz
you know, Reyna (it's not like I don't like her, but...)...?

And then.
AND THEN. I checked his Twitter.
I just crumbled and started to roll all over my bed and I think I looked like a rabid squirrel.

Kai says

“I don’t define myself by the boys who may or may not like me”

This book was so empowering. The characters are strong, smart, diverse in so many ways and true to
themselves. Riordan has so much influence as an author, especially on younger readers, and it is amazing
that he uses his voice to promote bravery, kindness and friendship. That alone deserves 5 out of 5 stars.

Plotwise, he again managed a worthy and satisfactory finale to a 5 part series. I have to admit that I often get
tired of the way certain events happen: There's an adventure, there's a god/monster/enemy standing in their
way, there's a fight and a battle that seems impossible to get out of alive, in the end they win. This happens
so often throughout this and every single book I've read by this author, I just wish Riordan would figure out a
new concept at some point.
I have another confession to make. I really don't like Leo. I just can't connect with him, and he easily annoys
me.

It took me years to finish this series, but I'm happy I finally did it. Now I can move on to The Trials of Apollo
and Magnus Chase. I can't wait.

Find more of my books on Instagram>



Christine Riccio says

PRETTY DISAPPOINTED WITH HOW THIS WRAPPED. Here's my full discussion/booktalk:
http://youtu.be/pGWrSXrE-qc

Natalie Monroe says

4.5 stars

I now know how the gods must have felt when their Roman and Greek sides were warring.

The critical part of my brain was spitting fire at the Blood of Olympus's weaker points, but my nostalgic
side, the one who has been infatuated with Percy ever since she discovered The Lightning Thief at a book
fair, rebutted, "Who gives a fuck?"

Is the plot incredibly convenient at times?

Yes, but...

Is the climax rather rushed?

Yes, but...

Is Riordan a sickeningly safe author?

Yes, BUT...

Who gives a flying fuck about Piper transforming into Celine Dion all of a sudden to soothe angry spirits,
and four books' worth of build-up for Gaea's return was over in about two chapters when this book showed
me such a fucking good time? I was sipping rainbows and riding on unicorns while reading.

Did anyone seriously think Riordan would (view spoiler) C'mon, guys. He's a safe author for one, and this is
middle-grade we're talking about.

Harry Potter stopped being middle-grade four books ago, so don't you go shoving The Battle of Hogwarts in
my face.

Let's not focus on the bad. Let's focus on the good. More specially, female friendships.



It's easy to create an Action Girl caricature like Katsa from Graceling, but a hell lot harder to create
numerous female characters that are truly friends, not props like in most Paranormal Romances. It's such a
huge part of feminist fiction, and The Heroes of Olympus series has that in spades.

We could've had the catty, body-shaming love triangles between Reyna, Jason, and Piper; and Reyna, Percy,
and Annabeth, and for a while, it looked like it was heading down that road. But the girls got over it. They
grew to respect each other's strength and help one another. Piper even soothed Reyna's worries on romance.

Reyna is the shit. Remember when I bitched about the resolving of a love triangle through another love in
Dreams of Gods & Monsters?

Jesus, that's creepy.

Yeah, that doesn't happen here. Reyna had a crush on Jason, then Percy, then... no one. She doesn't get paired
off. She gets through heartbreak via time, space, and acceptance instead of replacing him with another guy.
She did all this while lugging a giant, murderous magic statue across states and being pursued by enemies.

Can I get a hand for my girl?

Harry Potter gifs! Harry Potter gifs everywhere!

Nico's ending was lovely. (view spoiler)

Percy and Annabeth didn't have big roles and honestly, that pleased me. They got their spotlight in the
five-book series Percy Jackson & the Olympians, and the previous three installments of this series. Percy
narrates Percy Jackson's Greek Gods and the upcoming Percy Jackson's Greek Heroes. Jeez, I love Percy just
as much as the next fan, but enough! Let the other demigods have a chance to shine.

With that being said, no more sequels, Riordan. You got your companion pieces, short story collections,
graphic novels... Anymore and you might turn into Cassie Clare.

Love you, dahling!

Cover reveal: Holy crap, look at that cover. Please let that magnificent specimen holding the lighting sword
be Percy Jackson. All grown up and of legal—ahem, let's not go into details.

Pre-review:Seven more months, my darlings.



Lara says

I am so pumped for the finale of this amazing series! It's the final show down where The Heroes of Olympus,
our heroes finally show the giants who's boss.

I know I'm coming across as conceited by saying that they  will  win, but:
1. This book is pitched for tweens - how can there  not  be a happily ever after?
2. My brain  which is slightly irrational when it comes to anything Riordan related refuses to accept the
possibility that anything bad could happen
...Oka so I might be in denial here, but who isn't hoping for the best?

Mingled amongst the excitement, there's apprehension. Because it is the end. No more laugh out loud Leo,
adorable Percybeth moments, or the final quests where nothing goes according to plan? Nada. I'm feeling a
little weepy inside

 Okay, so maybe  a lot  would be more accurate

The only plus side I can see to this whole 'last-book-int-the-series' dilemma is that if there is one person who
can conclude a book series like no other (recall;  The Last Olympian ), it is Riordan!

SeaweedbrainsandHerondales says

WARNING CONTAINS SPOILERS, IF YOU READ THIS AND SPOIL YOURSELF IT’S YOUR OWN
FAULT NOT MINE!!!!!!!!!

Let me start by saying I cried while writing this because this world holds a special place in my heart.

Ok so I have to say this straight away, I'm not someone who grew up reading Percy Jackson, no I'm horrified
to say I watched the movie first, but even though I didn't grow up with the characters and loved them more
and more through time I fell in love with them like I ran into a brick wall, HARD. So hard it could make me
cry in pain. I read the first series in one week (school week) and I just couldn't stop there so I read the fist 2
books in the HoO series and painfully waited for Mark of Athena. And let me say thank you Rick Riordan
for creating my favourite series ever.

I would also like to say I read BoO in 8 hours. I regretted nothing the next day except for the lack of sleep I
got, and yes it was a school night :) Oh well!

Let me start with saying I did not hate this book, I loved it but just not as much as any of the other books.
When you continue reading you will see why. I'm going to do a summary in every character now so get a



drink and some food because this is a rally long read.

Jason

Insert clap here!

Jason you little piece of sexiness where have you been this whole entire series. You guys may not know but I
hated Jason, couldn't stand him in the first books! But during House of Hades I got so much more respect for
him, he was so supportive of Nico and I felt like he stepped up in these last two books.

The book started with his POV which you know i was fine with I didn't care. When they were at that place
and his mum showed up though I was sitting there going oh my Gods what is he going to do? I mean it must
be hard to see his mum even if it’s not really her, any child would want to be with their parent, it natural. But
the way he was so strong that whole time was inspirational even if Piper and Annabeth were helping him
through it.

Second point, the bromances he has are awesome!!! The one with Nico is such a brotherly bond, its like he
feels like he has to protect Nico, like when he says he is worried about him and wants him to be safe, I mean
when he could possibly be dying he is telling Piper that Nico is in tricking trouble, I mean if thats not
something then I don't know what is. Next bromance is the best friend rivalry with Percy, putting those two
in a room together should end with world war three but they act like best bros. When Percy tells Jason at
least he didn't get knocked out and Jason tells him to piss off I'm just sitting there with the biggest grin on my
face (partly because i was thinking the exact same thing). But I also love their little competition over who is
the most powerful, like the whole part where Percy was like I don't want to kill Jason and Jason was like or I
could kill you. So perfect.

Third point is his relationship with Piper. The only thing that I need to say about this relationship is about
how at the very end he remade Pipers memory of their first kiss. At that moment I wanted to scream into a
pillow.

By the end of this series I can proudly say Jason you have earned my respect, you may not be my favourite
character but you are now right up near my favourites, so well done.

Piper

In all honesty Piper never stood out to me as a character I could love as much as I do the others, now don't
hate on me because remember this is MY review, so its MY opinions :) Thank you. Now I don't like reading
her POV because it doesn't seem to keep my attention as much as the others but I did start them more in this
book.

One thing that Piper has taught me is that you can be beautiful on the outside but its the inside that counts



and I know that we hear that all the time but in all honesty who actually believes that whole heartedly? Piper
is just so strong minded and she doesn't care who her Godly parent is, she creates her own path, she doesn't
let a prophecy or parent tell her what she should or shouldn't do. Also how strong did her charm speak
get!!!!! You go girl!!!! I mean she even made Jason nearly fall unconscious when she was telling Gaia to fall
asleep! She single handedly made Gaia fall asleep so they could defeat her.

Can I just say that moment when Piper is teaching Annabeth, a daughter of Wisdom, someone who thinks
strategically and always has a plan how to let your emotions guide you was really moving. Annabeth was
really struggling to let go of all her thoughts and ideas and to just focus on how she was feeling and lets be
honest, the moment when they touched foreheads shipping names were all over tumblr.

Through this series I have had empathy for Piper because of how hard her relationship with Jason was and
how she felt like she was stereotypically thought to be a princess and not like to fight because Aphrodite is
her parent and the way she dealt with this was so amazing and inspirational.

Hazel

Ok im putting it out there, WHERE WAS HAZEL IN THIS BOOK??

Yes she was mentioned, yes she had a cool fighting scene or two, but where the hell was she. In all honesty I
felt like her and Frank were just not given as much book time as anyone else and thats just not fair because
of how amazing they are.

So because she was barely in the book in my eyes I'm going to talk about the thing that stood out the most
for me in this book.

Her Mist powers were amazing in this book, if it wasn't for her where would they be right now? Dead thats
where all of them would be. She made Jason into an old man so they could find out so information and at the
same time she made sure the Argo II wouldn't be seen. You go girl! Also when her, Frank, Leo and Percy
were in that arena to fight it out to the death I fell in love with her Mist powers so much more, like dudes she
made a moving maze with her mind!!! How cool is that?????

I feel like she has learnt so much about how to control her gem power thing, and how to control the Mist.
She has also completely gotten over her feelings for Sammy (from what I saw) and is now fulling focused on
how she feels about Frank and isn't confused about Leo.

Frank

Again WHERE WAS FRANK IN THIS BOOK?



And if I get comments saying he did this he did that I'm not saying he didn't do anything I just don't think he
got the attention he deserved.

He just became a leader of the Roman camp and we don get to see how he is handling this new found
strength, we don't get to see how worried he is that he might die because of that fire on a stick. I mean he was
told that either himself, Hazel, Percy or Leo were going to die so I would be freaking out like no tomorrow
about making sure that flame is still burning.

I really love him turning into any animal because every time someone is explaining what each demigod is
doing in battle they go to Frank and say something like Frank is a Gorilla hanging from something or Frank
is a fish or Frank comes swooping in as an eagle. Yeah because thats normal.

Reyna

Reyna you are one awesome, strong minded girl!!!!! Im actually so happy we got her POV, i wasn't sure if i
would like it at first but I really did, I love the sisterly bond she got with Nico in this book!!! And whats with
that whole i can give you energy thing?? Ummm awesome.

I really liked the reunion between Reyna and Hylla. I felt like it was a nice insight into her life and helped us
find out how she became the person she is today. I also really like the back story of her family and father,
and how she actually has broken important Roman Camp rules. Even though the back story seemed forced
into the book I really like it and felt it gave her more personality and gave people a bigger understanding to
the way she is.

Nico

OH NICO HOW I LOVE YOU!!!

Lets start with his moment with his dad, Hades. Hades is someone who is thought to show no compassion at
all, he's thought to show no love or sympathy for his children, so when he took his time to see Nico i was so
happy and jumping with joy! I mean its not everyday we see this side of the God of the Underworld. But the
part that i thought was the most beautiful bit in this conversation was when Hades told Nico he understood
his feelings for Percy and didn't hate him or that they made him look down on Nico. He told Nico children of
Hades are rarely happy and he wants Nico to be that exception. I mean how beautiful is that?!

Next is his crush on Percy which we really get to understand in this book, its not as strong as I originally
thought but thats ok because not everyone fall in love with everyone, people get small crushes too. But at
some moments when he described Percy made me want to give Nico a big hug and tell him everything will



be alright. But i couldn't :( I like how though out this book we saw him also get over his crush that he has for
Percy, which is good because how boring would it be if all he is thinking is Percy this Percy that. One of the
parts in the book that brought me to tears (i get emotionally attached so ill probably mention crying a lot. It’s
not my fault), it was this part

She said we so easily, as if she and Percy were interchangeable, inseparable.
Nico had once read a story from Pluto…all humans had been a combination of male and
female…. Zues split them in half-man and woman. Ever since, humans had felt incomplete.
They spent their lives searching for their other halves.
And where does that leave me? Nico wondered.
It wasn't his favourite story.

Im sorry but that is beautifully sad. I cut some bits out but you get what I'm saying, he feels like there is no
one out there for him, but there is!

[image error]

Now I cant forget about his awesome powers that are just amazingly scary!!!!! I love when he was searching
for Thalia and ended up getting in someone from Camp Half-bloods dreams (cant remember who but still)
that was hilarious, especially when he said it happens often! He also happened to kill that dude (again forgot
his name) like it was nothing! He can be one scary dude. I get so many different emotions when he uses his
powers and only this gif can describe it.

But I love him!

Leo

I have to admit the whole book i was going no Leo is going to die! No, no, no!! But at the same time i
thought it would be Percy, but that was just me being paranoid. By the end though I pretty much knew it was
Leo who was going to die because all the signs pointed to him! But in the end he didn't even die and what
annoys me the most about that is he went back for Calypso (yay! she is free) and no one else knows he is
alive. Thats how it ends. No just no. I mean a 100 years could have past and everyones dead!

I felt like it was really important to have Leo talk to Percy. Leo obviously has strong feelings for Calypso (i
mean he has a portrait of her in his room, i call a little creepy) and he is angry at Percy for breaking that
promise he made with Calypso. I laughed so much when Leo told Percy that he isn't alright because he cant
bring himself to hate the guy!!! :D (but lets be honest no one can hate Percy!) I adore that they both have
very similar humour, it just makes this book even funnier.



Leos relationship with Calypso to me felt a bit force, it was like oh Leo is a seventh wheel and needs
someone to date. Sorry but thats how I feel. Sure I can see it happen in the future and being even stronger but
now not so much.

Annabeth

… I think you already know what I'm going to say.

A really important part for my in this whole book was when Piper and her were together and she begins to
talk about Tarturus and what happened in there with Percy. I still remember reading/watching reviews and
barely anyone mentioned the big fact that Percy controlled poison. If you cant remember Annabeth was
terrified of him when he did that, now she finally tells Piper how scared she was. She tells Piper that she cant
get the look he had on his face out of her head. To her it must seem like Luke happening all over again.

[image error]

When the crew was at Sparta and Piper and Annabeth were together you could actually feel the gears turning
in her head to create a plan, because she is the daughter of wisdom and cant she cant help but make a plan A,
B and C, its in her blood.

The last bit that I'm going to talk about is when they are in Acropolis near the end of the book and they go
underground and are at the place where the Athena and Poseidon rivalry started he just kisses her which
leaves her so stuns which is amazing because she barely gets caught off guard. Then she gets a cut on her leg
and she spills the first blood to wake Gaia.

I could really ramble on and on but I really shouldn't so I'm going to finish with one last thing. Thank you
Annabeth, thank you for showing girls its ok to be the strongest, wisest and bravest of the bunch, thank you
for showing girls that its ok to be better then boys in most if not all things. Thank you for teaching me so
much and being such a strong female character, you are my favourite female character by far because you are
not weak, you think things through and you are just not annoying.

[image error]

Thank you.

Percy

You know what I'm just not even going to mention it.

I loved how Percy just knew that Leo had met Calypso and he wasn't trying to hide and ignore it, he actually
wanted to talk to Leo about what had happened and tell him how bad he feels about leaving her behind and
forgetting to get the Gods to follow up on their promise. Which of course made it harder for Leo to hate him.
But who can hate Percy? Lets be real here.

[image error]



It was really important to me to have Percy keep his I need to protect everyone while being goofy
personality, for example when the Argo II is being attacked and all he does is do hand gestures to Jason and
then runs to the side of the boat and dives right in. Another is when Frank, Hazel, Leo and him were fighting
and he changed the whole plan to protect Hazel, thats the Percy everyone fell in love with, the boy who did
anything to protect anyone.

Again I'm going to mention Percy and the whole poison situation because its a really important part of this
series which is being ignored. Percy’s powers are intensifying, they are reaching a new level, he normally
has so much more control over them but when he finds out Annabeth is leaving him to fight down in Ancient
Sparta with Piper he destroys all the plumbing in the ship. Thats not what i call control. This also leads to
when Percy is being poisoned, afterwards he told Jason that he was too afraid to control it after what had
happened in Tarturus. He was afraid of what he could do.
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In Acropolis when he kisses Annabeth is beautiful and brought a tear to my eye but the cherry onto of the ice
cream is when he tells her he loves her for the first time. It was perfect. But we cant slide past the part of
how he helped raise Gaia because of a blood nose. A blood nose! That is so typically Percy!!!

Ok so we have been told countless times that Percy will have to make a huge sacrifice. The idea of what it
will be terrified me because its always been so hard for him to go against what he thinks is right. So when i
found out that his big sacrifice was to let Piper, Jason and Leo go by themselves i was mad and i got furious
when Annabeth goes Percy we need you help and he says ok and leaves. No! Thats not Percy, he would
never do that, ever, he would just leave without a fight, it looked like he had not trouble at all saying no. It
was such a disappointment.
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The best Percy moment for me which brought me back to the old days was when Nico tells Percy how he felt
about him and Percy was so confused. I was pissing my pants!!!!! He is so precious and clueless its
hilarious!

Also where was the Sally and Percy reunion i have been waiting for, for five books??? WHERE IS IT?
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Ok, now its time to say goodbye to him, this is going to be hard especially that this wasn't my favourite book.
None of my friends read Percy Jackson, none of them have had the pleasure of reading these books, not one
of them can understand the attachment I have towards these books, they don't understand how much these
books have changed many people. I know this sounds cheesy and stupid but its true. A lot of series i read
have finished this year, like The mortal instruments, Divergent, Legend series and soon The Darkest Minds,
none of them have made such a connection towards me emotionally, none of them have made me this
devastated when it ended, I don't miss them as much as I already miss this world.

Percy what can I say, you are by far my favourite character out of any book. I’ve seen your constant struggle
to understand the world you now live in, we have experienced you girl troubles, and by girl troubles i mean
not knowing when someone likes you, we’ve seen you have to make hard decisions and we have seen you
become a hero. Though through all these hard times you have stayed you and i low that I'm acting like he is a
real life person and all of you guys will be saying he's just a character, but i think i can speak for many



people when i say he isn't just a fictional character. I can write for ages about what you mean to me but I can
only say one thing.

Thank you, I didn't want to be a half-blood but I didn't look back.

[image error]

Blackjack (BONUS!)

He didn't die so I'm alright.

[image error]
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Aj the Ravenous Reader says

*Buddyread with the Awesome Mac.* (You can click her name for her review.^^)

  “To storm or fire the world must fall.

An oath to keep with a final breath,

And foes bear arms to the Doors of Death.” </b> </i>

Seven demigods shall answer the call of the prophecy. Of the seven, one shall sacrifice his/her life. Who
might it be? After finishing Harry Potter, my heart now made of steel (courtesy of Ms. Rowling) is more than
ready to know. Just one death? Psh! Piece of cake.

I have never really tried writing real reviews for these books because whenever I read them, I usually
deactivate my critical reading skills and just simply enjoy them because that’s one thing always true about
these books-they are simply enjoyable. For the same reason, the following wouldn’t
be a real review, just a sort of tribute to the series, the author and of

course the characters. Let me do it the Harry Potter style so it’s going

to be a bit longer than usual so please bear with me. Thank you. ^^

Uncle Ricky, you really should thank the gods that I (and thousands,

perhaps millions of your followers) love you. Because if we don’t, you

could just think of the million ways we could ask the gods to punish you

for always, always slapping our faces with your infamous cliffhangers.

It’s the series ender for Mother Gaia’s sake and you still end it with a

cliffy! But endless thanks to your exemplary creativity, topnotch humor

(hats off to you for that Hunger Games reference) and unbelievable

imagination for recreating these popular Greek and Roman myths and making

them a hundred times more awesome and more enjoyable. My journey with

this series is a hundred times better than my mythology class in college.



Percy Jackson, of all the demigods, I have become attached to you the

most. You can’t blame me because I’ve been questing with you since your

first Percy Jackson series. It was a privilege to witness your growth in

character and strength in power. I love that seaweed brain of yours

because it’s what keeps your hilarious sense of humor fully functioning

till the end.

favorite line: “Greeks, let’s, um, fight stuff!”<

Annabeth Chase, you have been consistently wise and brave from the very

beginning. Whether alone against the goddess of spiders or with friends

against giants, you and your stormy gray eyes proved that you could

always be counted on. I suggest you give Ron Weasley a short tutorial on

conquering his fear.^^

favorite line: “Piper McLean, that was without a doubt the dumbest risk

I've ever seen anyone take, and I date a dumb risk-taker.”

Jason Grace,*swoons* well, uh, I guess I couldn’t, uhm, form proper words

in front of you. *blushes*. Just, I might be in love with you!

favorite line: "Tons of cowering! Plus your name in the summer programme.

A custom-designed banner. A cabin at Camp Half-Blood. Two shrines. I'll

even throw in a Kymopoleia action figure.”

Piper Mclean, I have no hard feelings for you. You do deserve Jason. He’s

actually very lucky to have you. You have finally proven that you’re not

just a pretty face. You were great at battle, brave and you have heart.

You did great against the snake-men, against the giants and later against

Gaia herself. *gives you a standing ovation*

favorite line: “Fear can’t be reasoned with. Neither can hate. They’re

like love. They’re almost identical emotions.”

Frank Zhang,you’re the man, I mean, the bear or the owl or the elephant?

I wasn’t really fond of the idea of you and Hazel together but you

managed to prove yourself worthy of her in the end.

favorite line:"Me too. I mean…lactose intolerant. Not a reptile. Though I

can be a reptile sometimes-”

Hazel Levesque, girl, you’re gorgeous and you rock! You’ve been very

helpful on your friends’ quests through your powerful Mist and kick-

assery. You have really fine acting skills during your mock battle in

front of Nike.

favorite line: "Popcorn! Our fatal weakness!”

Leo Valdez, without a doubt, you are the man! You’re a true hero. You



saved your friends lives a lot more than once through your engineering

skills and exceptional humor. You’re probably my favorite because you got

the two qualities I love the most: cheesy and corny. Lol.

favorite lines: “There was no point moping around when you faced imminent

death. The end of the world made gelato taste a lot better.”

 “You kidding? So many preservatives in these things, I'll live forever.”

Reyna Ramirez-Arellano, I wasn’t really a fan but you were a pleasant

surprise in this finale. You did more than great. I agree with Nico,

you’re probably the bravest demigod. District 12 salute to you!

favorite lines: “I don’t define myself by the boys who may or may not

like me”

 “Where there are tourists, there are bathrooms!”

Nico Di Angelo, your sacrifices will forever be remembered and your dark

humor is awesome. Like Reyna, the world would have ended if it weren’t

for you.

favorite line: "Getting a second life is one thing. Making it a better

life, that’s the trick.”

Coach Hedge, thank you coach. I will never forget you and your baseball

bat. Chuck is a very lucky baby Satyr to have you as his dad.

favorite line:"Have some Gatorade!”

Grover, Tyson, Will Solace, Clarisse, and the rest of the demigods both

from Greek and Roman camps, you guys were awesome!

gods and goddesses, you were great but…I’ll keep my mouth shut. (I really

don’t want to incur their wrath.)

favorite lines: “Gah!” and ”Argh!”

 As for the death of this demigod, turns out…oops, got no more time,

sorry.

Rawkstar48 says

I can't...I can't..I CAN'T WAIT A WHOLE FREAKING YEAR FOR THE CONCLUSION



Let me just say, if Leo Valdez dies, someone is going to pay...

That's not creepy right?

(there are a ton of edits that I keep adding, so check below)

So, I finally decided to add to this.

My predictions (these are just random predictions)

1. Frank dies.
Frank is going to die. His life is tied to a frigging STICK. Not to mention the whole "To storm or fire thing"
His sense of duty is so much stronger than Percy, who's fatal flaw is loyalty. My guess is that someone is
going to jeopardize some plan which is going to make Annabeth get into mortal danger. I wouldn't be
surprised if Percy is vital to defeating the giants, but because Annabeth is in danger, he tries to go off and
save her. Because Frank has his sense of duty, he'll sacrifice himself to the greater good. Again, these are all
random speculations

2. This relates to the prophesy above. If Frank dies, then my guess is that Hazel will die again and then
they'll be together. Technically, Nico broke the rules by bringing her back to life, but Gaea also broke that
rule by opening the Doors of Death. I'm guessing that to make things completely right, Hazel has to return to
the Underworld. And if Frank dies, then they'll both be happy.

More to come, I'll edit later.

EDIT March 3rd 2014
Less than a year you guys!

More predictions

3. Leo makes some deal with Gaia that sacrifices himself and saves the the others. BUT this deal will
*hopefully* somehow make him end up with Calypso. I don't think Riordan is quite that mean to finally give
Leo a love interest but doesn't let Leo ever see her again.

4. Percy ends up with Annabeth living in the Roman camp. This is one of those speculation ones that could
end up either way. I feel like Riordan is setting it up for Percy to be the leader of both camps. Also, you can
tell that Annabeth really wants to live in the Roman Camp

5. Reyna dies. These kinds of books always have one character already labelled for death and I'm sad to say
that Riordan is given Reyna that label. I feel like killing Reyna will solve several problems. These kinds of
books always have to have that noble sacrifice. But Reyna also has created some messy strings that Riordan's



going to have to cut. Like I said, I feel like Riordan is trying to move Percy into a position where he's kind of
an overseer for both camps, I'm sure he'll give Frank(if he lives) or Jason the job as the second Praetor.

Alrighty, that's all for now. Look out for another edit soon!

Helen 2.0 says

Gods I'm glad I made it through! 450 pages of slow, boring, irrelevant buildup and 50 pages of Gaia
showdown. Actually probably less. After 5 books of suspense and worry about the demigod heroes defeating
Gaia, they finally meet her and she's.... Lame. Really lame. Down on one hit. That was a disappointment.

NOT a disappointment: Reyna and Nico! They were a breath of fresh air after a whole series of nothing but
the prophecied seven.

The series has left me with less-than-lovely impressions of the seven:
Piper and Jason: poster-boy and -girl for the perfect All-American wonder relationship. Someone get me a
bucket.
Hazel and Frank: I'm sorry, who? How are these two useful again? Where they even present in the last
book?
Percy and Annabeth: Marginally cute but I still think Annabeth could do better.
Leo: He was funny at first but eventually turned into the Deus ex Machina mechanic, nothing more.

Reyna and Nico, on the other hand, were the real heroes of the book.
Nico: Flawed in the best way. He's like one of those candies that are hard on the outside but gooey and sweet
on the inside <3 my favorite!
Reyna: A queen and a true leader - she lends her strength to lesser peers. Octavian tries to take over her
position and Reyna's like, "Whatever bitch, you don't even register as competition" and LEAVES. SO
awesome.

Regan says

LOVED IT BUT IT NEEDED MORE PERCY JUST SAYING

Noodar Yasmeen says

House of Hades was just indescribable! It was soo good! After I finished it, I was SOO DAMN excited for
the next book! But THEN, I saw The Blood of Olympus's publication date...

 OCTOBER 7TH 2014

Seriously?!?!?!? SERIOUSLY?!?!?!?!



Rick Riordan, you do want your fans to be alive to actually read the book, right? I guess not. Are you
REALLY gonna make us wait till OCTOBER 7TH 2014?!?!! FREAKIN' 2014!?!?! I am soo gonna die
waiting. I mean it, cause..

After all the action and drama that happened in House of Hades, you're really gonna make us wait one
WHOLE year?!?!?!

I think I'm gonna die..

Well, it doesn't really matter what we say cause the book won't be released any faster. So.. I might as well
right my predictions about it.

Here goes...

My predictions of The Blood Of Olympus---

Deaths. Loads of deaths. It's obvious that there are gonna be deaths. For a war to be won there has to be
deaths. And even though I hate to admit it, I am one hundred percent sure that one of the seven chosen
demigods.. will die. Cause a hero has to die. Otherwise the story will just seem tooo perfect.

I'm just praying that it isn't Percy or Annabeth, cause even though I like the other characters, I Absolutely
Love Percabeth. (Notice the capital letters? Yeah,I love them that much!) I almost cried at the end of The
Mark Of Athena. But, I didn't cause I had the House of Hades already. I know, lucky me. I feel really sad for
the fans who had to wait one whole year for it. I wonder how that felt...Well, I'm gonna find out now!

But really, after all the things that Percy and Annabeth have gone through in all the books, SPECIALLY
after all the things they have gone through together in Tartarus, I will be heartbroken if either one of them
dies. But it doesn't matter how heartbroken I will be because,

You cannot kill them. You cannot. CANNOT. C-A-N-N-O-T. Don't kill Leo either. Kill someone else. Kill
Frank or Hazel instead. Sorry to all their shippers but I don't really like them that much. SO, if they do die,
I'd be sad but not that much.

But, our dear Rick *please note the sarcasm*, is known for giving lots of unexpected twists and turns. I am
just praying that he does NOT, in a tragic turn of events let all the chosen seven live and instead kill Nico.
Honestly, even after his secret was out, I still think he's a very strong demigod. And, I hope that he doesn't
die.



The Great Prophecy.

"Seven half-bloods shall answer the call" --- The seven half-bloods have already been chosen. They are
Percy, Annabeth, Jason, Piper, Leo, Frank and Hazel. Quite an unique pair.

"To storm or fire the world must fall" --- Storm could mean either Jason or Percy or maybe even both of
them together. Fire is most probably Leo. And here 'world' means Gaia, most probably. So, Gaia will be
stopped, it's just a matter of what or whom she will be stopped by.

"An oath to keep with a final breath" --- I have a mini heart attack everytime I think about this line. Cause
someone's gonna die!!! And my mind is too busy hyperventilating right now to remember any of the oath
made by any of the demigods. They all made promises though.

Leo made one to Calypso. Please don't let Leo die.
Percy made one to Annabeth. Please don't let Percy die.
Nico made one to Percy. Please don't let Nico die.

JUST DON'T KILL THEM PLEASE RICK!! I BEG YOU!!!! PLEASE DON'T KILL THEM!!!PLEASE!!!
PRETTY PLEASE!!! PRETTY PLEASE WITH A CHERRY ON TOP!!!

Well. Carrying on.

"And foes bear arms to the Doors of Death" --- At first, I thought foes meant the Greeks and the Romans
together. But, after reading House of Hades, I think a few Titans and Giants -maybe even monsters!- will
turn good and help the demigods and the gods in defeating Gaia.

The demigods will win the war.

The demigods will win the war. Both the camps will fight together along with the help of the gods. I am
abso-freakin-lutely sure about that. Cause after soo many books, if the fans don't get a happy ending, Rick is
gonna be in trouble. But I'm pretty sure we'll get a happy ending. After all, we do trust the demigods, don't
we?

Percabeth. Percy and Annabeth will probably go back to camp together. Maybe they'll go to New Rome in
Camp Jupiter if they can. Cause Percy did plan on living in New Rome with Annabeth. But then again,
Annabeth wanted to stay in Camp Half-blood, didn't she?

Let's just hope that the two camps won't be fighting with each other anymore after the war with the giants
end. Maybe.. maybe the long-lasting rivalry between them will end. I don't care if Octavian has to die for it
to happen. Kill him. See if I care.

Jasper. Jason and Piper. Jason and Piper might stay in Camp Half-Blood cause they both seem to like it
better than the Roman camp. It doesn't really matter to me what they do, I just wanna know what will happen



with Percabeth. But, I do hope that Jason and Piper don't die. I like them a lot and if they died, it would be
quite depressing.

Frank and Hazel. I think I already expressed my opinion about them when I said that I wouldn't be that sad
if they die. But, can you blame me? Frank is all big and Mars-y and all win-this-war type-y. And Hazel came
back from the dead, and she didn't even know what chicken nuggets are!!!

Caleo. I really hope that Leo and Calypso end up together. I am rooting for them!!! I never forget how
Nemesis told Leo that he would always be the seventh wheel and I hated that she said that! Leo's so cool, he
would never end up alone! So please please please please PLEASE let them end up together!!

Happy ending. There's gonna be a happy ending. Maybe the camps will be situated closer to each other,
even! And, I'm guessing that the gods will care more about the kids and be more 'interactive' with them and
hopefully, it will all be for the best!

Oh Damn. Now I just want the books more. I'm pretty sure that Rick's just sitting there all like,

Rick...

GIVE ME THE BOOK ALREADY!!!!

I NEED THE DAMN BOOK NOW!!! GIVE IT TO ME ALREADY!!!

UPDATE: I HAVE FINALLY FINISHED READING THIS BOOK

The wait was very long. It was painful, really. But then, I kinda got over the hype. You can't blame me for
waiting two more years to read this. I read the other nine in one go and then I have to wait a year?? Then
school got in the way and all that jazz BUT HEY, I'm finally done with this series!

I'm really going to miss the characters a lot and just everything about this series.

Honestly, this book did not meet my expectations. The demigods did a great job, as always, but everything
was just too... perfect? Every obstacle that was thrown in their way, they overcame it somehow. AND
DON'T GET ME WRONG, that's a good thing, it's great! But, come on. They're seven demigods fighting



against so many giants! They even wake up Gaia but the gods decide to swoop in, literally , at exactly that
point??

Maybe I've grown up too much since the last book? Or I just expected too much from the final book in the
series?

I don't exactly know why I was disappointed.

But BoO didn't get four stars for nothing. There was a lot of development among the characters. They had
gotten so used to fighting side by side, sometimes they didn't need words. Percabeth and Jasper were as cute
as before, if not even more adorable. I even grew a liking towards Frank and Hazel!

I didn't think much of Reyna before but I somewhat respected her in this book. She's been through so much
and she's still so strong. Really hoping that whatever Aphrodite said wasn't right.

I was glad that Leo could make it back to Calypso but I was wondering how? You could only go to that
island once, right? What bothered me more was that Calypso was literally standing there with her bags
packed. It was eh, cute, but not the kind of ending that I had wanted. But, I'm not even sure about what I
want anymore...

AND NICO. MY BABY.

I have so so so much love for him. He didn't have to take the responsibility to take back the Athena
Parthenon but HE DID IT ANYWAY. I was so scared that he was going to die, I was just waiting for it.
Buuuut, it never came and I couldn't have been happier. Oh, is Will gay? Will and Nico seemed very rushed,
to be honest.

Octavian's death was very expected. No feelings about that, to be honest. He just wasn't right in the head.

I guess my favourite scene was when Annabeth and Piper went to that temple of fear and panic. For once,
Annabeth's plans were of no use and Piper really proved herself. She didn't try to be logical, she let her
emotions take over and she saved them both! If anyone still thought that Piper was a harmless daughter of
Aphrodite who couldn't fight, they would be proven WRONG.

Really loved that scene. And the entire book, I guess. But it just felt like something was missing!

Anyway, I do hope the gods keep their word this time and is it okay if I hope for more books about the
demigods? Yes? Yes? OKAY!

For anyone still hesitating to read this book, I'd tell you to give it a shot. The entire series is great and the
fandom too. The fans are amazing people and I've made so many friends in this fandom, gosh, I don't want
this to end!!

Jayson says

(A-) 80% | Very Good
Notes: It’s about phantoms, figments and vaporous things: darkened by ghosts of dishonor, and lit in the



emotive afterglow.

Sabs~ Semi hiatus says

Review Coming Soon(I need to internalized what had happened first)

UPDATE 4
Its bloody October 8th and my book hasn't came in the mail yet,

please help me get through this

UPDATE 3
I am starting the official Blood of Olympus Count down I will be expressing those days with very Interesting
looking art i found from the trusty old Google.

UPDATE 2
1 More Month.

I couldn't wait for summer to end because it gets me closer to Leo BoO

I don't Know about you guys but the closer its gets to October 7th the harder the wait

I am running out of places to type in Leo Valdez in the search bar

.Tumblr

.Pinterest

.Google

.DeviantArt

.Random Blogs



.Instagram

.Wikia

.YouTube
Any suggestions

UPDATE AGAIN
I was sent an message telling me that The "storm or fire"thing is most likely Leo because Jason one of the
big three sons hence more important and because he is on the cover.

Jason being on the cover doesn't mean he is home free it could be rick riordans tribute to his death.Also if
you look closley at the cover Jason is falling to his death or straight into that giants hand <-- not a good
scenario and by the looks of it that giant doesn't look like a vegetarian.
Hopefully none of them die but if one of them has to well.......adios jason

UPDATE
OH *wheeze* MY *wheeze* LEO
the cover is finally revealed

I don't know what to feel Angry because Leo is not on the cover or Happy because this is as close to reading
the book I will ever get until October.I am so confused which emotion should I choose.(view spoiler)

My sensitive heart can't control these feeling.

On another note I heard thier were going to be "deaths" in this upcoming book and if you know whats good
for you Ricky you won't kill of the following people
1.Leo valdez
2.Leo valdez
3.Leo valdez
and last but not least Nico Di angelo because thier is a very scary fan girl threatening to do very bad things to
me if i don't

I Sabrina vow never to mess with Nicos fangirls

and maybe OCTAVIAN should be added to the list



For some reason after Re-reading The son of Neptune I found the power hungry,teddy bear killing, blue eyed
manipulator kind of personality Smexy.

BONUS:No ones fangirling over him except me.

.
**Comment on who you want added to the list

another year
Another year
ANOTHER YEAR

Think about this Rick Riordan as soon as your done writing Blood of Olympus i have no use for you any
more and I will get payback on what you did to my feels.

I
Love

You

Update
How To Survive until TBOO Comes out
Step one:Cry Until you run out of tears

Step Two:Stop Crying

Step Three:Hurt someone something and imagine its Rick Riordan unleash all of your anger and frustration
on it.

Step Four:Google your fav charcter in the series



Try to guess who I googled

Step Five:Read Fanfictions about your fav paring ( Leorina Valipop)

Step Six:Write your Own Fan Fic

(This step is for people who have horrid writting skills like me)

Step Seven:Become an insominiac writing the fan fic

Step Eight: Post the fan fic on goodreads or send it to me
(I am going to post my fanfic soon)

Step Nine:Reapeat step 4 and 5

Step Ten: Cry all over again because how can you stop ( and you tears probably rejenerated all over again)

Step 11(curtsy of Annabelle):Repeat All Until TBOO comes out
image:

Sasha Alsberg says

I feel empowered by that book, ESPECIALLY the fight scenes. So BA!

dyanne says

****UPDATE NO. 2****
It's out.
You guys, we did it.
We survived.

There are no gifs to accurately portray my current level of excitement.
I will update y'all as soon as possible once I get my hands on this book.

Until then, thank you for your support.
For everyone who has read this review and went through this year-long emotional rollercoaster with me, you
guys are the best.

***UPDATE***



5.14.14 COVER REVEAL

Just look at that. It's beautiful. Absolutely beautiful.
It also reveals absolutely nothing. Oh, and where the hell are Percy and Annabeth? Oh my God, is this some
horrible feat of foreshadowing?

Look what you've done, Rick... You've made me angsty.

*****

Are. You. Kidding. Me.

Finishing House of Hades and being hit with that realization that I have to wait ONE MORE YEAR for the
next book IS NOT POSSIBLE.

My brain at the moment:

DAMN THOSE WELL CRAFTED, SUBTLE CLIFFHANGERS!

Rick Riordan, you just be sitting there like:

You're pleased with this pandemonium, aren't you?
FREAKING 2014, EH?

WELLLLLLL
The rest of us are all:



Rick, please just give me the book.
Please? Pretty please?

LOOK AT THIS FACE! HOW COULD YOU NOT RESIST THAT FACE???

Fine then.
Be that way.

Oh, don't mind me, I'm just going to sit in a corner with a box of chocolates, counting down till October of
2014...


